
Char dwellers timely evacuated themselves to raised cluster base during floods

 

A cluster village homestead raising was completed in the Mesra union of sader Upzilla in Sirajgong 

district in Northern Bangladesh in June 2014 where Concern Worldwide is implementing the 

DIPECHO-VII project. The necessity was identified by Community Risk Assessment (CRA) process and 

included into the Risk Reduction and Action Plan (RRAP). The construction of cluster support was 

approved by Union Prishad on priority basis and incurred BDT 53,652. This initiative is part of 

DIPECHO VII project, supported by DG European Commission Humanitarian Aid & Civil Protection- 

ECHO and implemented by Concern Worldwide Bangladesh as part of the NARRI Consortium. 

Mesra is a remote river inland char in Sadar Upazilla of Sirajgonj District, having a population of 

27,776 people.  Every year, numerous families get displaced by river bank erosion and floods. They 

continued to suffer each year. This year it was no different. All the 9 wards of the union got severely 

affected.The north of Bangladesh has been looming under severe annual floods since 25th August, 

2014. The media reported that more than 1.5 million people were directly affected and homeless. 

“As the water level began crossing the danger mark on 27
th
 August, many people began evacuating to 

safer places. We were rushing too, but were quite unsure about shifting our household items to a safe 

place. Suddenly, we remembered the raised homestead place in Rahaihorkandhi Char. Without 

hesitating, we hired boats and shifted our transit houses, cattle and other assets to safe land. Without 

this smallholding land, it would have been a catastrophe. It saved children, families and assets”, said 

Hasina Akter (26), from Khamarpara char, who actively helped during the homestead raising work. 

 

“Initially, there were 100 families, about 500-600 people, living on this patch of land. There was no 

other place to evacuate due to constant river erosion in the villages of Khamarpara, Parmechra, 

Vangra and Khiddirpur. All of us had spent more than a week here.  As the water started receding, 

people gradually started moving back to the villages. Currently, only 20 families including us are living 

here - those of us who have lost everything except our cattle”, said UDMC member Anisur Rahman 

Mangla. 

Figure 1: Cluster village where Concern DIPECHO team member is seen in discussion with a 

community member. The size of the cluster village is 640 feet (195 meter); width - 64 feet (20 

meters), and height - 6 feet (1.82 meter) which is 2 feet higher than earlier flood level mark. 

 



 

  

 

While shifting household items, community people also carried tin sheets, wooden logs and fencefor 

making temporary shelters, along with their cattle and other livestock assets belonging to them. 

Instantly, they pitched these tin sheets and erected small structures. “There are only only 2 tube-wells 

here for drinking. It is not sufficient for all families. At night it gets difficult to move around for the 

search of water and is dangerous also. No sanitation facilities here, people defecate in open. We 

were not able to shift our toilets”, said 23 years old Bachena Begum. 

 

Figure 2: The cluster village in Mesra which functioned as  an evacuation site, accommodating around 

100 families during the August 2014 floods  

 

Figure 3: Families trying to be back to reels of life.  

 


